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Summary 

A 3 MV, &O k4, 211 ns electron beam accelerator 
is described and the results of initial switching 
experiments are discussed. The generator will provide 
a source for stud&ing the physics cf processes lead- 
ing to electron beam driven, inertially ccnfined 
fusion. The major components of the accelerator 
are two diodes with a common anode, twelve oil- 
dielectric Blumleins with low jitter (C 2 ns) multi- 
channel switches, three intermediate storage capaci- 
tors, a trigger pulse generator and two Marx 
generators. 

Introduction 

At Sandia Laboratories, we are investigating 
the possibilities of producing inertially confined 
pulsed fusion driven by high power electron beams.122 
This fusion scheme requires development of electron 
beam accelerators with peak powers of 1013 - 1014 W.3 
The Harp accelerator represents an initial scalable 
effcrt to decrease the pulse width and increase the 
peak power of relativistic electron beam (REB) 
generazors that utilize transformer oil as the prin- 
ciple dielectric. It will provide an accelerator 
for studying diode physics, beam pinching and energy 
deposition as well as provide practical experience 
on utilizing low jitter switch systems. 

General Description 

An artist's sketc‘n d the accelerator is shown 
in Fig. 1. Energy is supplied to each of the two 
diodes from six sets of parallel plate transmission 
lines connected in a Blumlein configuration. The 
transmission lines can be charged to 2 &W by a Marx 
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generator or to 3 MV by utilizing intermediate storage 
capacitors. The output pulse is initiated by trig- 
gered oil dielectric, rail switches that require large 
amplitude, fast-rising trigger pulses for low jitter 
operation. The trigger pulse is genera;ed from a 
Marx generator and a water dielectric pulse-forming 
line (PFL). It is then transmitted to the twelve 
switches through oil-insulated transmission lines. 
Initial construction of the accelerator has been com- 
pleted and experiments to determine the simultaneity 
of six untriggered, multichannel oil switches ‘nave 
been performed. In the following, the results of 
these experiments and design details of each of the 
major components are discussed. 

Diode 

Figure 2 is a sketch of the diodes. The vacuum 
envelope is constructed with a stack of four 1.2 m 
iiameter, 5 m thick, acrylic insulators and inter- 
sperced with 6.4 mm thick aluminum grading rings. 
Equipctential piots of this structure indicate the 
voltage is uniformly distributed across each insula- 
tor within 3 percent. Since vacuum flashover is 
time dependent, with the short pulse duration and the 
well-graded insulator stack, the flashover electric 
field is estimated to be 160 kV/cm and the flashover 
voltage for this diode should be 3.3 MV. The estima- 
t,ed inductance is 26 nR with a 61 cm diameter cathode 
and 49 nH with a 15 cm diameter cathode. Possible 
inductive effects of the pinching beam have been 
neglected in these estimates. Thus, for a matched 
7.3 Cl diode impedance, the diode 10-w percent current 
risetime should be 4 ns. Since the Blwnlein switches 
will produce approximately a 10 ns output voltage 
risetime, the voltage across the insulator should not 
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Figure 1. - Harp Ei?ctron Beam Generatsr 
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exceed 3 NJ. Each diode should produce a 3 MV, 
400 kA, 24 ns pulse of electrons or, if operated 
in a mismatched mode Zor better pinching conditions, 
3 1 WV, 650 .xA beam. A 6-13 nH diode has been 
designed <or operaticn in this mismatched made. It 
is csnstructed -&ith six 1.x cm thick, 1.2 m diameter 
in-ulators and should have a flashover voltage 
slightly greater 
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Figure 2. - Diode Sketch 

Blumleins 

The voltage pulses that are applied to the 
diode are generated from twelve aairs of transmission 
lines ccnnected in a Blumlein configuration. These 
22 a, oil-dielectric transmission lines are L.2 m 
wide an& 2.a x long with a 10 cm separation between 
<he @lectrudes. The electrodes are 3.2 mm thick 
steel Flates welded onto one-half section of 10 cm 
Lismeter pipe with adeauate supports to maintain a 
1.6 wn flatness across the sheefs. The 5 cm edge 
radius wit:? s 10 cm spacing lowers the field enhance- 
ment at the edge to the point uhere tne probability 
of breakdown at the edge is less than within the main 
body of the transmission lines due to the area depen- 
dence of the dielectric strength. Figure 3 is a* 
phc:ograph of the six stacks of the transmission lines, 
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&ck ::;4c.i h::, 'i:re electrodes 2ni-l forms two Blumlej.ns 
.,,itn ', CCLI~~C:~ .:l*-ctrod-; in the c+nter of the .;tack. 
TIC.: c,.:';:.,.‘r. ,:I.--tr:,it b,com:s the high-;roltage terminal 
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ioading from the high voltage terminal to ground dur- 
ing discharge. Six Blumleins are connected in Farallei 
around the circumference of each diode, as shown in 
Fig. 1 and 3. This arrangement produces an effective 
impedance at the diode of 7.3 n. If the transmissisn 
lines are charged directiy from the Marx generator in 
760 ns, the breakdown voltage of the transmission 
lines is 2.3 ,W. By using intermediate storage capa- 
citors, the charge time can be reduced to < 200 ns 
and the breakdown voltage can be increased to 3.7 Mv. 
The supports for the transmission lines are polyethyl- 
ene straps connected as shown in Fig. 3. Tests to 
determine the tracking voltage of the insulators 
resulted in arcs occurring between the electroCes of 
the transmission line rather than the insulator track- 
ing. The Blumleins will be switched with 12 low- 
jitter, oil-dielectric rail switches recently devel- 
oped at Sandia Laboratories far this application. 4 
The configuration of these switches is shown in Fig. 4. 

Figure 4. - Oil Rail Switch Electrodes 

The trigger electrode (blade in Fig. 4) is a 
sharp edged , 3.2 mm thick brass plate. It is biased 
at approximately one-third of the transmissicn line 
charge voltage (-V) and geometrically located for 
minimum electric field enhancement during charge. 
For triggering, this electrode is rapidly (- 20 ns) 
pulsed to +V. Both of the gaps between the main 
electrodes and the trigger blade are overvolted and 
close nearly simultaneously. At 2 &IV an average of 
10 channels closed, producing an 2 ns, 10-W percent 
current risetime. The closure iime of the switch 
varies with the vcltage acrcss the switch, RS shown 
in Fig. 5. 
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Figure ;. - Triggered Oil Switch Closure T-imes ~7s. 
Voltage Across Main Electrodes 

The jitter is 1.3 ns. Spacing between the main 
electrodes is ' 0.9 cm and the self-breakdown voltage 
is 2.j MV. Experiments also indicated that a trigger 
pillse ,amplitude as low as 0.44 V can be used and a 
jitter of C: 2 ns maintained if the trigger electrode 
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is lccated nearer to the ground electrode and biased 
accordingly (0.19 V). The low jitter operation of 
these switches should allow twelve Blumleins In paral- 
lel to be switched with minimal degradation to the 
cutput pulse waveshape. When the intermediate storage 
capacitors are used and the Biumleins are charged more 
rapidly, the switch will be operated at higher electric 
fields and should produce even faster current p.ulse 
risetimes. 

As mentioned above, the low-jitter triggered 
switch operation is dependent on rapidly pulsing the 
trigger electrode with a +V voltage. In Harp, this 
voltage pulse must be applied to the twelve switches 
simultaneously. The pulses are produced by charging 
an 80 ns water dielectric PFL with a Yiazrx generator 
to approximately 3 MV. An SF6 spark gap connects 
this F'FL tz a system of oil-dielectric transmission 
iines that have equal length to ali twelve switches, 
as shown in Fig. 1. The oil-transmission lines are 
coaxial and have a square outer electrcde and cylin- 
drical inner electrode. It has four j.unctions. One 
cf these has the correct impedance match; others are 
mismatched due to size limitations. The transmission 
lines appear as open circuits before the main Blum- 
lein switches close and voltage doubling occurs, 
recovering the TJoltage loss due to the mismatched 
transmissicn lines. The transmission lines provide 
21 ns transient time isolation between each of the 
four nearest switches. An isolating resistor and 
switch separates the trigger electrode from these 
transmission lines. The energy left in the trans- 
mission lines after the main Blumlein switches close 
is absorbed in the isolation resistors. 

Table I is a summary of the data from this experi- 
ment. 

TABLE I 

UNTRIGGERED MULTICBAKKEL SWITCH DATA 

Range of Single 
Charge Closure Switch NO. Swi-,ch 

Time Times Jitter Bright Risetime 
(ns) (ns) (ns) Channels (ns) 

w i 3. 3 1.13 b.2 12 . 3 

120 4.8 2.1 5.1 9.L 

130 5.5 
, 2.b 3. 2 9.7 

170 7.3 3. 2 2.5 11.0 

The range of closure time is the average maximum 
time separation of the closure of the switches. The 
single switch jitter is inferred from this range of 
closure times and its standard deviation assuming a 
normal distribution. The ,'itter is slightly greater 
(2.6 ns as compared to 1.5 ns)'than the jit;er in the 
single Blumlein, two-switch experiment. The above 
data was taken at a lower voltage and includes 
the effects of jitter in the three gas switches. 

Figure 7 is the output voltage wave shape 
produced across the load resistor when the lines were 
charged in 150 ns. The outglt risetime is l2 ns. 

Twc-electrode, self-closing rail switches may 
also be used when the Blumieins are rapidly charged. 
Initial tests cn one Blumlein with this switch 
prcduced 1.0 - 1.5 ns jitter and 10-p percent rise- 
times of 6-g ns when charged in 50-130 ns.5 Subse- 
cuently, six of them have been tested simultaneously 
On one-half of the Earp Blumleins using a configura- 
tion similar to that shown in Fig. 6. The Marx 
generator out?ut is attached to Line 2. The lower 
sets af transmission lines (1-2 and 2-3) were used as 
intermediate storage capacitors and charged the upper 
lines (3-4 snd 4-5) through three gas switches, 6 one 
for each two stacks of transmission lines. 

LiNE 5 (GROUND1 

LINE I GROUND) 
> 

LINES 3ANO 5 INTERCONNECTED 
WITH A 3P H INDUCTOR 

Fi@re t<. - Transnicsion Line Arrangement for Two- 
El+ctrode Switch- Tests 

10 ns/cm 

Figure 7. - Output Voltage Waveshape 

Intermediate Storage Capacitors 

As indicated in the diszussior. of the Bilumleins, 
it is necessary- tc charge the transmiscicn lines in 
< 200 nti to produce 3 MV :utput pulses. Tne <aster 
charge is accompiished by utilizing three coaxial 
water-dielectric intermediate ::torage capacitors. mz 
outer c7rlinder is 75 cm diameter and 1 n! long. These 
capacitors will be charged by a Marx generator in 
:ipproximately 700 ns and discharged through low-jitter 
j MV, SF6 gas switches into the Bl-umlein :ransmiscizc 
lines. The center element sf the electrode 
stack must be connected to &rclu?d through an inductcr. 
L-. Harp, one 1, PH inductor is used i'or each two stecks. 
The inductors must be at levst 4 +H tc mtninise the 
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discharging of the transmission lines after the 
Blumlein switches have closed, With this inductor 
and the circuit arranged to insure that the prepulse 
voltage remains less than 10 percent of the charge 
voltage, the three intermediate storage capacitors 
will charge the Blumleins in 175 X-IS. If it is 
desirable to charge faster than 175 ns, six interme- 
diate storage capacitcrs, three positively charged 
and three negatively charged, could be used and 
connected, as shown in Fig. 8.3 This arrangement is 
capacitiveb balanced and does not require connection 
from the center electrode to ground. If the prepulse 
voltage amplitude is maintained below 10 percent of 
the charge voltage, the charge time for this arrange- 
ment is estimated to be l25 ns. In this case, the 
prepulse voltage is generated because of the differing 
inductance and capacitance from the top and bottom 
plates to the tank. When attempts are made to balance 
these capacitances and inductances, the 125 ns charge 
time results. 

RAILSWITCHES 
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Figure 9. - Intermediate Storage Capacitor Pius- 
M~LTX Charging Arrangement. 

Marx Generators 

Both the Marx generator for charging the inter- 
mediate storage capacitors or Blumleins and the one 
for producing the trigger pulse are 2.3 MV, 125 KJ, 
7 PH generators. They are constructed in the same 
r;ank vith a configuration develcped for the Marx 

generator in the Hydra electron beam generator.6 
Both sets of capacitors are charged from a single 
+ 60 kV, dc power supply that is connected such that 
one IQrx has a positive output and the other a nega- 
tive output. The jitter of these Marx generators 
was measilred to be < 20 ns. 
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